Existing models of sales tax competition focus on competition within a federation. This paper analyzes how introducing multiple competing federal governments affects the strategic nature of sub-federal tax competition. In the context of a Nash equilibrium, the paper shows that lower levels of government will react heterogeneously to the tax rate of the higher level of government depending on the local government's proximity to the federation borders. Inter-federation competition will also introduce "diagonal 
Introduction
Existing models of sales tax competition study multiple levels of government in the context of a unitary federation.
1 Most systems of government, however, are often characterized by multiple federations (i.e., fifty states in the United States with many sub-federal governments likes towns and counties). In such a context, how does introducing inter-federation competition into a model of sales taxation change the strategic interaction between governments of different levels? Inter-federation competition is traditionally used to mean competition among nations. However, I use the term inter-federation competition to highlight competition among any higher level of government within the federalist structure. As such, counties are federal to towns just as the national government is federal to the state governments. Throughout this paper, inter-federation competition will refer to competition among multiple counties that are composed of multiple towns, but the theoretical models in the paper could similarly apply to the national-state relationship as well. Any federalist system with three or more levels of government is multiple in the sense suggested by this paper. The model presented in this paper is the first analysis of sales tax competition allowing for both inter-federation competition (counties competing with other counties), intra-federation competition (competition of towns within the federation), along with competition across federal borders (competition with towns in neighboring federations and with neighboring counties).
2
The inclusion of inter-federation competition results in a model of spatial tax competition that is highly applicable to the local context. Horizontal externalities occur between neighboring jurisdictions with separate tax bases. Vertical externalities arise between different levels of government that share the same tax base. Fiscal externalities arise because jurisdictions do not account for the effect that a tax rate change will have on a another jurisdiction's tax base. Inter-federation competition is essential to fully understand horizontal and vertical externalities, especially at the local level. Modeling and estimating vertical interactions with only one "federal" government ignores horizontal competition among neighboring federal governments. Inter-federation competition 1 Models of sales tax competition giving authority in its own right to the federal government are Keen (1998) and Devereux, Lockwood and Redoano (2007) . Keen (1998) assumes that no cross-border shopping can occur, while Devereux, Lockwood and Redoano (2007) relaxes this assumption with an emphasis on analyzing intra-federation competition. Hoyt (2001) allows for a dual purpose to the federal government -to maximize welfare and to make transfers to correct horizontal externalities. An extensive literature on sales tax competition with one level of government: Mintz and Tulkens (1986) , Kanbur and Keen (1993) , Trandel (1994 ), Nielsen (2001 .
2 Multiple federations are studied in the context of capital tax competition in Wilson and Janeba (2005) , Kelders and Koethenbuerger (2010) , and Becker and Büttner (2012) . In addition to these articles, other papers -for example, Keen and Kotsogiannis (2002) and Keen and Kotsogiannis (2003) -focus on unitary federal relationships. Unlike competition for capital, the sales tax base is only locally mobile.
inevitably constrains the federal governments by inducing horizontal externalities at the federal level, while also triggering additional competition at the sub-federal level across federation borders. These differences have strong implications for estimating the strategic reaction functions in a federation. An assumption of a unitary federation may be valid when the federal government is the national government -as any leakage out of the United States boundaries is relatively small. However, when the "federal" governments are state or county governments, such an assumption is no longer valid. The more decentralized the "higher" level of government, the more likely it will have significant horizontal competitors of its own.
3
Empirically analyzing the reaction functions of governments has been mostly restricted to how states respond to national taxes. However, there is no reason to believe that the nature of the strategic reaction function of states is the same as that of localities -especially given that more decentralized levels of government have more horizontal competitors -not to mention institutional differences.
Allowing for multiple competing federations will result in "spatial economics" taking on two unique dimensions -"spatial interdependence" and "spatial location." Spatial interdependence is the process by which one jurisdiction has a contagion effect on another (perhaps neighboring) jurisdiction's tax rate. For example, when a jurisdiction sets a tax rate, it maximizes an objective function that aggregates the welfare of residents within the jurisdiction, but does so while competing with neighboring jurisdictions for a mobile tax base. This competitive process will influence the tax setting behavior of other geographically close and possibly overlapping jurisdictions. Spatial location is the process by which distance from or proximity to a particular geographic feature influences tax setting behavior. 4 For example, tax rates may be a function of proximity to a border or to an amenity. In the presence of multiple federations, the strength of spatial interdependence can be heterogeneous with respect to a jurisdiction's spatial location. Spatial location effects arise in a model with multiple federations because governments have multiple borders. In traditional single federation models, there are usually only two-sub federal governments. With only two sub-federal governments, both governments have only 3 The literature on tax competition has several interesting parallels with the industrial organization literature. Mathewson and Winter (1984) and Rey and Tirole (1986) starts by analyzing the problem of a single manufacturer with several retailers; the existing tax competition literature has focused on a single federation with multiple sub-federal governments. Bonanno and Vickers (1988) expanded the literature on vertical integration by considering the case of two manufacturers each with one retailer. Saggi and Vettas (2002) allow for markets with multiple upstream and downstream firms, which results in both intrabrand and interbrand competition. Such a setup is analogous to this paper, which will allow for both inter-federation and intra-federation competition. 4 The concept of "spatial location" is similar to the characteristics-based approach of Gorman (1980) and Lancaster (1966) . The location of sale within a county can be thought of as a differentiating characteristic to goods that are identical in all other respects. one border (one competitor). In such a model, all members of the federation are peripheral (they are located at the federation's borders). In reality, not all members of a federation are located at the border. This paper shows that vertical externalities make it so that the strategic reaction of a locality to its county tax rate is more likely to be negative for jurisdictions located at the county's periphery. In addition to this heterogeneity, the presence of fluid federal borders will give rise to a new type of externality not yet discovered in the literature: "diagonal externalities." A diagonal externality is the effect of a county's tax rate on a municipality in the neighboring county. The diagonal externality fails to have the main feature of the vertical externalities -the shared tax base -and lacks one feature of a horizontal externality -the same level of government. For example, if the state of California increases its tax rate, it increases the tax base in Clark County in Nevada. However, the channel by which this externality occurs is very different than the horizontal externality imposed on Clark County in Nevada if San Bernadino County in California had increased its tax rate.
5 Although what matters for cross-border shoppers is the final price of a good, irrespective of which level of government taxes it, a diagonal externality plays a different role than a horizontal externality. The strategic reaction to a neighboring county tax rate will always be less intense than a similar increase in the average neighboring town rates. These differences arise because county borders do not surround the entire municipality and because some towns are relatively far away from nearby counties. Because of these theoretical considerations, the estimation strategy for determining the strategic response to vertical and horizontal externalities becomes more complex in the presence of inter-federation competition. 6 The empirical methodology presented in this paper indicates, even if the federal government has no horizontal competitors of its own, it is essential to consider the interaction of horizontal and vertical competition. Additionally, when the federal government has horizontal competitors, externalities induced by the federal government on its competitor must also be considered. The empirical results suggest that, with multiple federations, in order to obtain accurate estimates the researcher must empirically allow for strategic reactions to vary based on distance to the federation's borders. The paper also uses decentralized data within federations to determine if the strategic reaction at lower levels of government differs from existing estimates of the state-national interactions mainly estimated in the literature. These modifications to the methods complicate the analysis, but they also provide the researcher with the ability to identify heterogeneous strategic inter-5 Geys and Osterloh (forthcoming) show that government officials near borders do not view tax competition as being constrained to neighbors within a federation.
6 Besley and Rosen (1998), Esteller-Moré and Solé-Ollé (2001) , Hayashi and Boadway (2001) , Fredriksson and Mamun (2008) , Burge and Rogers (2011) and Brülhart and Jametti (2006) are examples of papers that estimate both horizontal and vertical interactions.
actions. If these heterogeneities match the theoretical predictions, the researcher can more convincingly argue that the identified effects are indeed the result of tax competition rather than the result of common shocks.
The baseline empirical results show that a one percentage point increase in county sales tax rates reduces municipal sales tax rates by .40 percentage points. For the horizontal interaction, a one percentage point increase in the average of a town's neighbors' tax rates will increase a municipality's local sales tax by .59 percentage points. Accounting for horizontal and vertical interaction effects, diagonal externalities, and distance based effects resulting from inter-federation competition increases (in absolute value) the vertical strategic reaction by approximately 75% relative to the baseline specification estimated in the literature. The bias in previous estimates results, in a large part, because a good sold in one town is not identical to a good sold in another town. Although the same good sold in two towns may look identical, they differ in their characteristics on the basis of the location of sale within the county. Because the goods can be viewed as distinct along one characteristic (spatial location within a county), the researcher must account for this difference and its influence on the cross-price elasticities across jurisdictions.
Model
The model expands Devereux, Lockwood and Redoano (2007) . The geographic setup of the model features sub-federal jurisdictions (towns) located on a possibly infinite length horizontal line segment. Federations (counties) are indexed j = 1, 2, .... and each county is composed of m towns. Towns are indexed i = 1, 2, .... and the index does not reset across counties. The federations in the model compete with each other and with the towns in the model. The towns compete with other towns and with the federations. All of the federations are within a common union (state). Each town has n i residents and is l i units long on the line segment. The relationship between length and population is that n i = φ i l i so that φ i denotes the population density. Consumers and producers are located everywhere.
Consumers have preferences over a consumption good and another untaxed good (i.e., dollars or leisure). I assume that the producer price of the consumption good is fixed across all towns and normalize it to one. Demand for the taxed good is denoted x. The untaxed good is assumed to be the numéraire. Every consumer has a utility function u(x, •) that is strictly increasing and concave with respect to x. Utility is linear in the untaxed numéraire.
Every level of government can set a specific commodity tax on the consumption good. Taxes based on the location of the transaction -not the consumer's residence.
7 Towns (sub-federal governments) set a local tax rate t ij ≡ t i , counties (federal governments) set a county tax rate τ j that applies to all towns within the county, and the state government (the union government) sets an exogenously given state tax rate T . In any specific town, the after tax price q ij ≡ q i is equal to 1 + t i + τ j + T . Governments compete in a Nash game. Counties and towns are considered simultaneous movers in the game. 8 The objective function of governments is to maximize revenue. When purchasing the consumption good in the home town of residence, no transportation cost is incurred and the resident pays q i x i . Alternatively, the shopper can purchase the good in a neighboring town. If the resident of town i shops in jurisdiction k = i, the individual will pay q k x k plus any transportation cost of traveling to the border. The transportation cost function is assumed to be linear in distance to the border, d, such that the cost is c i d. All cross-border shoppers will purchase the good from the first store in the neighboring jurisdiction and are constrained from shopping multiple towns over.
9
Individuals will cross-border shop if the utility benefit from shopping abroad exceeds the utility received from shopping at home. Denote v(q) = max [u(x) − qx] as the indirect utility from the taxed good. Denote x(q) = argmax [u(x) − qx] as the demand for the taxed good for a resident of town i when the price of the good is q. Comparing the indirect utility from cross-border shopping with the transportation cost function, a consumer living in i will only shop in k = i if q i > q k and if she lives at a distance from the border of town k of
The tax base is defined as the sum of residents who shop at home plus the individuals that cross-border shop, which are multiplied by the demand function x(q) to account for elastic demand. In order to define the tax base, the direction of cross-border shopping needs to be specified. Defining ρ i = φ i c i and noting that because each jurisdiction has two neighbors, there are four possible cases, tax revenue for towns can now be written as:
where the term in [ ] of the town tax base is defined as s i and ρ i is interpreted as the intensity of the horizontal competition.
I assume that a Nash equilibrium exist. 10 Specifically, in order to reduce the possible number of cases from the revenue function, assume that in equilibrium q 1 ≤ q 2 ≤ q 3 ....
11
The local tax rates in this equilibrium are implicitly defined by the reaction function:
where
. The reaction function depends on the responsiveness of cross-border shoppers out of i via ρ i and into i via ρ i+1 .
The expression can be rewritten an inverse elasticity rule for town tax rates:
is the elasticity of demand for the consumption good and
is the elasticity of the number of shoppers in town i. It differs from Devereux, Lockwood and Redoano (2007) by accounting for both the in-and out-flows in two directions. Both ε i and θ i are defined to be positive numbers under the assumption that demand curves slope downward. Let
denote the curvature of the demand function. Similarly for counties, an inverse elasticity rule can also be defined as in equation 4.
In order to characterize the strategic interactions that follow, define the following crossprice elasticity, which is scaled by the price ratios:
Cross-price elasticities arise if we think of this problem in a Gorman (1980) and Lancaster (1966) framework where towns sell goods that are identical in all respects except that the goods differ on the basis of one characteristic: the location of sale. The interpretation of θ i,k is the elasticity of the number of shoppers purchasing goods in town i with respect to a change in the neighboring price. Note that if in a symmetric equilibrium, θ i is two times θ i,k because the town's own price influences two borders.
2 i + εη + θ i ε as the negative of the second derivative of the town's revenue function. It is guaranteed that D i is positive.
Strategic Interaction
The goal of the subsequent exercise is to derive the slope of the reaction functions with respect to the tax rates of a higher level of government in the neighborhood of the equilibrium. Figure  1 presents two possible reaction functions. In the left panel, the reaction function is upward sloping -implying that increases in the county or state rate will raise the town tax rate. In the right panel, the reaction function slopes down -implying that increases in the county rate result in lower town rates. The dotted lines are examples of reaction functions that respond most aggressively to the tax rate. Reaction functions with larger slopes (in absolute values) will be the most responsive to changes in federal rates. An increase in the slope of the reaction function for the right graph implies that the reaction function becomes flatter -and may even change the sign of the slope.
The equations above implicitly determine tax rates as a function of the county and state tax rates. Using the implicit function theorem and Roy's identity, the slopes of the reaction functions can be calculated. It is useful to state the conditions found in the literature for upward and downward sloping reaction functions. In a unitary federation with a symmetric equilibrium, the horizontal interaction is always positive and if θ i − ε i − η i > 0, the reaction function to the federal tax is upward sloping. If less than zero, it is downward sloping. Thus, θ i > ε i + η i implies that the elasticity of cross-border shopping is large relative to the demand elasticity and demand characteristics. θ i represents the strength of horizontal tax competition and can increase if transportation costs fall or the population density increases near the border. In Devereux, Lockwood and Redoano (2007) , the assumption of iso-elastic demand guarantees the vertical reaction function is positive, but this will not be the case in the presence of inter-federation competition. I make three simplifying assumptions. Assumption 1: All towns are identical with respect to the model's parameters. Assumption 2: Demand is iso-elastic. This assumption simplifies the intuition by holding x i and x i constant along the demand curve such that the demand elasticity ε i = ε and curvature η i = η = −(1 + ε) are constant. The assumption will be important for the asymmetric case in the appendix.
Assumption 3: The Nash equilibrium is symmetric. In all of the subsequent reaction functions, I derive the reaction function for the case q 1 ≤ q 2 ≤ q 3 .... and then evaluate it at the symmetric equilibrium q 1 = q 2 = q 3 ....
Vertical Reactions
A town is called "interior" if it borders two towns within the same county. A town is called "peripheral" if it borders one town in another county. I am interested in showing whether the strategic reaction by a town to its own county's tax rate ( ∂t i ∂τ j for town i in county j) varies by whether a town is internal or peripheral to the county borders.
The slope of the reaction function for towns with respect to its own county's tax rate is calculated by differentiating equation 4. For town i located in county j, the slope of the vertical reaction function for the town with respect to its own county's tax rate (evaluated at the symmetric equilibrium) is given by: 
The derivation of the reaction function is in the appendix. In the appendix, I also demonstrate how an asymmetric equilibrium affects the underlying results.
Proposition 1. In the neighborhood of a symmetric Nash Equilibrium, the slope of a towns' reaction functions with respect to the county tax rate is larger for interior towns than for periphery towns.
(1) If the slope of a town's reaction function with respect to its county tax rate is upward sloping, then the reaction function will be steeper for towns at the interior of the county than for towns at the periphery.
(2) If the slope of a town's reaction function with respect to its county tax rate is downward sloping, then the reaction function will be less steep (more likely to be positive) for towns at the interior of the county than for towns at the periphery.
Consider a town at the interior of the county. This town neighbors two other towns that fall under the jurisdiction of the same county rate. Changes in the county tax rate will directly affect the tax base through demand: x is a function of q. However, because the price rises by the same amount in both neighboring locations, cross-border shopping remains similar to the symmetric equilibrium. On the other hand, for a town at the county border, the change in the county tax rate will directly distort the demand function for individuals and the number of individuals cross-border shopping in one direction. The post-tax price remains unchanged at one of the town's borders. For a border town, an increase in the county rate will substantially increase outflows. Either way, the tax base becomes much smaller for a periphery town relative to an interior town. The peripheral town has more incentive to lower its rate in response to a high county rate relative to the interior neighbor.
The intuition of proposition one is that periphery towns want to capture additional crossborder shoppers from the neighboring county if their county lowers its rate or they want to discourage their residents from leaving the county if their county raises its rate. For interior towns, the pressures from cross-border shopping are muted.
Horizontal Reactions
The slope of the reaction function for town i's tax rate with respect to neighboring town k's tax rate is given by
where k = i + 1 or k = i − 1. But, the above expression tells the researcher what happens if one neighboring tax rate increases by one unit. But, the town has two neighbors and empirically, the researcher can estimate strategic interactions based on a one unit increase in the average neighbor's tax rate. As such, the effect of an increase in the average of the neighboring jurisdiction's tax rates by one unit is equal to
Diagonal Reactions
Because there are multiple federations, towns at the eastern border of county j directly compete with the border town in county j + 1 as well as county j + 1. This occurs because the peripheral town shares a border with the neighboring county. When the neighboring county changes its tax rate, towns bordering it will react to this change and adjust their tax rates accordingly. Such an relationship is horizontal because it involves a neighbor's tax rate, but it is vertical because it is with respect to another level of government. Call the resulting externality a diagonal externality. Thus, a diagonal externality on jurisdiction i is the externality imposed by a neighboring jurisdiction that does not cohabit the same tax base as jurisdiction i, but that is not at the same level of governance. In contrast, a vertical externality arises when different levels of government share the same tax base and an increase in taxes levied by one level reduces the tax base of the other level.
12 It is also different from a horizontal fiscal externality. A horizontal externality arises when the governments are of the same level and therefore do not share the same tax base (rather they compete for it), which implies that an increase in taxes levied by one government increases the the tax base of the other government. Unlike Wilson and Janeba (2005) -where the total tax rate is what matters -the following proposition shows diagonal externalities are different than horizontal externalities in magnitude.
Proposition 2. In the neighborhood of a symmetric Nash equilibrium, the slope of a peripheral town's reaction function with respect to the neighboring county tax rate is identical in sign but smaller in magnitude to the slope of the reaction function with respect to a similar change in the average of the neighboring towns' tax rates. For an interior town, the slope of the reaction function is smaller than the peripheral town.
Proposition 2 can be shown by deriving the reaction function for an internal town i in county j with respect to county j + 1's tax rate. When town i is located at the eastern periphery of its own county, this strategic reaction can be found by differentiating equation 4 with respect to τ j+1 . Letting the neighboring county's tax rate be defined as τ r , the slope of the reaction function of a border town i with respect to neighboring county's tax rate is
for interior towns (11) where k = i + 1 and r = j + 1 if the neighboring county is at the town's eastern border or k = i − 1 and r = j − 1 if the neighboring county is at the town's western border. Notice that as a town is further from the border, the diagonal reaction shrinks; under the assumption that shopping is only one town over, the magnitude shrinks to zero.
This may seem intuitive and simple, but the theoretical and empirical literature have ignored this form of tax competition. Failing to account for this form of tax competition in any regression will yield biased estimates of the horizontal interactions if the researcher specifically desires to estimate the same-level-of-government horizontal effect. Notice that the slope of the reaction function with respect to the neighboring county tax rate is unambiguously positive -which is true of standard horizontal tax competition models. This implies that town tax rates are strategic complements with respect to the neighboring county rate. However, the effect of the diagonal interaction is smaller than the effect of an equivalent change in the average neighboring town tax rate because (1) neighboring towns entirely surround town i and (2) the diagonal interaction depends on proximity to the border.
Intuitively, consider a town that has only two neighbors and one neighboring town is in a separate county. If the neighboring town raises its tax rate, this gives rise to a classical horizontal externality. When the neighboring county raises its rate, it is as if the neighboring town were raising its tax rate. For the consumer deciding where to shop, she does not care if the rate in the neighboring jurisdiction rose because of the town raising its rate or a higher level-of government (which has no jurisdiction over her home rate) raising its rate. However, in the data, if the average of the two neighboring town tax rates increase one percentage point, the town should react more intensely compared to if the neighboring county (there is only one) raises its tax rate one percentage point.
Implications for Empirical Analysis
The model above highlights several implications for the empirical analysis. The traditional empirical analysis is given by:
where X are local controls. The variable on the left (t ij ) is the local tax rate of town i in county j. Define t −i as the weighted average of other neighboring tax rates such that
Denote w ik as exogenous weights normalized such that Σ k =i w ik = 1. 13 Tax rates on the right-hand side are usually instrumented for with the weighted average of the neighbors' X. The coefficient on t −i identifies the effect of a jurisdiction's neighboring tax rates. The coefficient on τ j estimates the effect of the federal tax rate. The theoretical results above show the following. One, distance to the county border should be included to account for the fact that the slope of the reaction function is different for towns near a border. Two, the right side of the regression equation must include the neighboring county rate in addition to the neighboring town rate. This variable may be interacted with a distance variable for towns that are close to the neighboring county border. Three, the right side must include interactions of the county rate with respect to other neighboring town tax rates on the right side.
Why Interaction Effects Are Essential
To understand the final point, note that from the slopes of the reaction functions, it is evident that θ i captures (in part) the strength of horizontal tax competition. Because the slopes of the reaction functions depend on θ i , the reaction to the higher level of government becomes more intense as the horizontal interaction is increased. Devereux, Lockwood and Redoano (2007) recognize "...there is an interaction between vertical and horizontal tax competition. ...an increase in horizontal tax competition makes it more likely that the vertical slope is positive" but do not include an interaction term.
A specification omitting this interaction may suffer an omitted variable bias. To see this empirically, it is useful to consider a multi-level model of tax competition.
14 Letting i to continue to index the local government and j to index the county level of government, consider the following multi-level model. For simplicity, consider the following univariate regression of local tax rates on neighboring tax rates
but where it is also known that each i jurisdiction is within a j jurisdiction. As a result of having multiple levels of government, it is known that county tax rates τ j , which only vary across the j level and not within the j level of the model, affect t ij with some error. The following equation demonstrates this effect:
It is clear that substituting (15) into (14) will yield (12) without controls. This is where the literature on tax competition within federations stops. However, the theoretical results in this paper indicate that the empirical specification is further complicated by an interaction effect which also determines t ij . From the theory, the effect of t −i depends on τ j and vice versa. Assuming that this interaction also occurs with error, this implies
and substituting (15) and (16) into (14) yields
which is not the same as equation (12). The implication is that the existing literature has estimated the effect of the federal tax rate as ∂t ∂τ = γ 01 despite the true effect being ∂t ∂τ = γ 01 + γ 11 t −i and where the estimates of γ 01 are different across the two specifications because they are derived from different models.
Empirical Methodology

Data
I have unique cross-sectional data from April 2010 that includes local, county, and state sales tax rates for all jurisdictions in the United States.
15 Local tax rates share the same tax base as state tax rates. Municipal, county, and state rates are added together to obtain the total tax rate in a jurisdiction; the county and town sales tax rates are determined through separate political processes. In unincorporated areas only the county and state tax rate apply to a sale; but in incorporated areas the sum of the town, county, and state rate matter. I only use states where both towns and counties have tax setting authority in the analysis, however, when calculating the average neighboring town tax rates, all states are used. Twenty-eight states have sales taxation at three levels of government.
In addition to the tax data, I have also generated several comprehensive data sets concerning the spatial proximity of jurisdictions. I have generated the following variables: the driving time from the population weighted centroid of each Census Place 16 to the nearest intersection of a major road crossing at state and county borders -denoted d; measures of the proximity of Census Places to other places; and each jurisdiction's perimeter and area. Driving times are measured from the population weighted centroid of each Census Place to the nearest intersection of a major road and a state or county border crossing. The driving time calculated is the time that minimizes the time to drive to the closest border. For a detailed description of this calculation and the tax data, see Agrawal (2011) .
Contiguity is often not a satisfactory measure of horizontal competition because many places are small and may have zero contiguous neighbors. To calculate a broader measures of neighborliness, I define a jurisdiction as neighbors if they are within a fifty miles of each other. To measure diagonal tax competition, I define the neighboring county as the county that is closest to the town based on the driving time criteria.
Control variables are from the 2010 United States Census plus geographic and political controls. Table 1 lists all of the control variables used in the regression equation, along with summary statistics. In addition, Agrawal (2011) shows that distance to the nearest state border is an essential determinant of local tax rates. Therefore, as controls, I include the tax differential at the nearest state border, a dummy for whether the town is in a high-or same-tax state relative to the nearest neighbor, the log of driving time to the nearest state border and a complete set of interactions of these variables.
17 Including these terms will help to control for diagonal externalities across state lines.
Estimation in a Cross-Section
I will focus on how municipalities react to the county level rates, neighboring county rates, and neighboring town rates.
18 After defining all terms in the following paragraphs, I estimate
where X ij are the local controls listed in table 1 and ζ are state fixed effects -that control for the level of the state tax rate in a state along with other within state policies. 19 The tax 17 Imposing this log functional form is consistent with Agrawal (2011) where the marginal effects of distance are steepest near the border and decreasing to zero in absolute value. State tax reaction functions are not estimated directly because state fixed effects prohibit the inclusion of state tax rates directly.
18 One could also estimate separate reaction functions for county tax rates with respect to neighboring counties, town tax rates within the county, and town tax rates outside of the county. Such an estimation strategy is beyond the scope of the paper given that much of the existing literature focuses on estimating vertical reaction functions for the lower levels of government. Estimating these reaction functions for the higher level of government is possible in this case given that counties are likely quite sensitive to town decisions, but I believe this is a separate paper.
19 Elhorst (2010) compares spatial lag models with more general models such as the spatial Durbin model. I use a spatial lag model because as noted in Elhorst (2010) [p. 15] , single equation maximum likelihood procedures cannot easily handle multiple endogenous regressors and the ML estimators of models such as the spatial Durbin model would be "difficult, if not impossible, to derive" rate t ij is the municipal (inclusive of special district) local option tax and t −i is defined in equation 13. Specifically, if town k is within fifty miles of town i, the weights in the main specification are equal to one divided by the number of jurisdictions within fifty miles of town i and zero otherwise. Thus, the interpretation of t −i is the average tax rate of town i's neighbors. Defining N i as the set of towns within a fifty mile region of town i, then
where n i is the number of towns in N i . Define τ i,j as the county tax rate that town i is located in and τ i,−j is the nearest neighboring county's tax rate to town i. Because τ i,−j is not a weighted average of all the neighboring counties, I implicitly assume that diagonal tax competition only manifests itself for the nearest county neighbor. One reason for this assumption is that I would like to test how the diagonal effect varies with distance, which would not be feasible if multiple counties are considered as neighbors. Making this assumption allows me to reduce what would be a multidimensional problem into a single dimension. Finally, in a similar spirit, d i is a measure of distance from the town centroid to the nearest county border and is linear in the driving time to the county border, d i . The assumption that the effects decline in a linear manner from the border is realistic given that the average town is only 12 minutes away from the closest border. I show the results are robust to more non-parametric assumptions. The inclusion of this distance function is driven by Proposition 1.
Note that the effect of the federal, neighbor's and neighboring federation tax rate are now given by the mean analytic derivatives:
where M is the total number of observations in the estimating sample. Standard ordinary least squares results will be biased because neighboring town and county tax rates are endogenous. Two possible solutions exist -maximum likelihood estimation (Case, Hines and Rosen 1993) and instrumental variables estimation (Figlio, Koplin and Reid 1999) . Instrumental variables via generalized method of moments has the advan-tage of generating a consistent estimate, even in the presence of the spatial error dependence (Kelejian and Prucha 1998).
For neighboring tax rates, the standard instruments in the literature for t −i are the weighted average of several control variables; the method of Kelejian and Prucha (1998) requires using a subset of the neighbors' control variables. Simply put, the standard instrument for neighboring tax rates is Σ k∈N i w ik x k , where x k is a variable in X. Although this instrument -using the weighted average of several x's -is used mostly for state level tax competition, it has also been applied to local level tax competition. Instead of using the entire subset of the X's as instruments, I will only use geographic variables -predetermined variables -as instruments. Specifically, I will use area and perimeter of the town as instruments. For the county tax rate, I will use the county area and perimeter as instruments. For the neighboring county, I will use its county perimeter and area as instruments. To instrument for t −i = Σ k∈N i w ik t k , I use area −i = Σ k∈N i w ik area k and perimeter −i = Σ k∈N i w ik perimeter k as instruments. Of course, the regression specifications above also include interaction terms, in which case they are instrumented for with the interactions of the respective terms.
In order to justify the instruments, recall that the regression equation controls for town area and town perimeter. Then, the exclusion restriction requires that the instruments should have no partial effect on local taxes after controlling for these variables -which include the town's own area and perimeter. Absent any non-linear relationships between county variables and local variables, this is likely to be the case. The direct impact of county area and county perimeter on local taxes is likely to be zero. County area and perimeter affect the county's tax rates, but will have no direct impact on the locality's tax rate so long as there are multiple jurisdictions within a county and so long as counties are sufficiently large in size. The theoretical tax competition literature implies that area and perimeter are important determinants of a jurisdiction's own tax rates. Further, county borders were likely to be historically drawn on latitudes and longitudes or broader geographic features. The area and perimeter of a county depend on a county's characteristics such as whether along a body of water, broader geographic features, and how counties were divided historically. Because area and perimeter are historically drawn, the evolution of time with these variables strengthens the case for their exogeneity. Similarly, the town's area and perimeter often depend on how municipalities were historically formed within the county and the characteristics within the county when the town borders were historically drawn -which in most cases were not at the same time county lines were delineated.
20
20 Although the area and perimeter are pre-determined variables, a worry with the identification strategy is that town or county unobservables may be correlated with these variables. If these unobservables are also correlated with tax rates, estimation in a cross-section could be limiting. However, estimation in a panel is arguably even more problematic, where the presence of time varying predetermined variables as valid
Hypotheses to Test
Before presenting the results, recall that the theoretical model provides the following testable hypotheses regarding the sign on the coefficients from equation 18. The coefficient representing the horizontal interaction, t −i , is expected to be positive on average based on equation 10. Diagonal tax competition represented by τ i,−j should be positive on average because the diagonal interaction is similar in sign to a horizontal interaction in the local region of the border from equation 11. The vertical interaction to τ j , is ambiguous in equation 8. The interaction effect t −i τ j should be significant if the intensity of horizontal competition influences vertical competition. Vertical interactions will be affected by distance d i τ j in a positive manner as the lower branch of equation 8 is greater than the upper branch. Finally, the diagonal reaction will be affected by distance through d i τ i,−j and the effect is expected to be negative as the lower branch of equation 11 is less than the upper branch.
Empirical Results
Main Results
Before presenting the instrumental variable results, column 1 of table 2 estimates the baseline specification currently estimated in the literature using ordinary least squares (OLS). The second column estimates the complete specification suggested by a theory of inter-and intrafederation competition. The OLS results for the full specification make both the horizontal and vertical interactions closer to zero in absolute value. Table 3 presents the baseline results using spatial GMM-IV estimation. Although previous papers have focused on the coefficients directly, these estimates are likely to be misspecified if the interactions are not included. The mean derivative is the most important measure of the effect of tax interactions and, therefore, will be the focus of the following discussion. Each of the columns from 1 to 7 build sequentially on what the literature estimates, with column 7 being the specification that the theory suggests is accurately specified.
Column 1 presents the results where the vertical effect is estimated alone as in the baseline specification of Besley and Rosen (1998) . Although the theory predicts the sign of this reaction may be ambiguous, Besley and Rosen (1998) find that the coefficient is positive for state cigarette and gasoline taxes with respect to the level of the federal tax. I find a significant and large negative result that is consistent with the regression discontinuity results in Agrawal (2011) . Several explanations exist for the opposite finding. Towns may react in instruments would be nearly impossible to identify at the local level. Further, I would argue that the use of area and perimeter as instruments is much less likely to suffer from this threat than the standard spatial lags of the demographic variables of the neighboring jurisdictions.
a different manner to county rates than states will react to the federal government as the institutional structure of lower level governments is different. Alternatively, municipalities face a much more mobile tax base relative to states. The increased mobility of the tax base implies that the elasticity of cross-border shopping, θ, is more likely to be larger for local governments than for state governments -and the theoretical model implies the larger θ is relative to ε, the more likely that county and local rates will be strategic substitutes. Column 2 estimates the horizontal reaction function and finds a significant positive relationship with neighboring jurisdictions' tax rates; this result is standard in the literature -but as the results below will indicate, need not be true for all towns.
Column 3 presents a similar specification to what is used in the literature, where the vertical and horizontal reactions are estimated jointly, but without any interaction effects. In general, the literature finds positive coefficients on the sign of the horizontal tax variable and positive but insignificant results for the vertical variable. Again, the results in Column 3 indicate large and positive effects for neighboring local tax rates and a large negative effect with respect to the county rate. The estimates in this equation suggest that a 1 percentage point increase in county tax rates lowers municipal tax rates by .224 percentage points. Contrarily, a 1 percentage point increase in the average of the neighbors tax rate, increases a municipality's local tax rate by .507 percentage points. It is useful to compare the future results to these benchmark numbers. Comparing this to the OLS coefficients shows that the bias from the OLS estimations exists but does not change the sign of the estimates.
Before proceeding, whether the instruments are valid and are strong is important for identifying consistent estimates of the coefficients. The first stage R 2 , the magnitude and the precision of the instrumental variables -area of the county, perimeter of the county, and the averages of neighboring areas and perimeters -indicate that the instruments are able to explain variation in the endogenous regressors. Instrument weakness does not appear to be a concern. In the table, I report the robust Kleibergen-Paap Wald rk F statistic and the Stock and Yogo (2005) critical values for tests of 10 percent maximal bias induced by weak instruments. When the critical value falls below the test statistic, the bias from weak instruments is less than 10%. In most every specification where critical values are tabulated, the bias is less than 5%. Unfortunately, Stock and Yogo (2005) do not report critical values for some specifications, so for these cases, I will conduct extra robustness checks. Rejecting instrument weakness using this test is comparable to rejecting the instrument validity with an F statistic less than 10 in cases of a single endogenous regressor. The tables also report the p-values for a Hansen J test of over-identification. Failure to reject the null hypothesis suggests that if one instrument is valid, the other instrument is also valid. Specification 4 adds the interaction of the vertical and horizontal tax rates and specifica-tion 5 accounts for diagonal tax competition. Although effect of the neighboring county is of the expected sign, it is not significant. Specification 6 and 7 (the preferred specification) add in the interaction of the vertical and diagonal tax variables with a linear distance function.
Notice that the effect of the county tax rate increases in absolute value to -.400 and the slope of the neighbor's tax rate fall to .466. For the horizontal interaction, the estimate in column 7 is 8% smaller in comparison to the more restrictive specification in column 3. The effect of the county tax rate is 75% larger in absolute value than the result estimated using the more restricted specification in the literature. This suggests that failing to account for inter-federation competition attenuates the vertical reaction closer to zero; as predicted, the vertical effect is most sensitive to inter-federation competition.
The results from columns 6 and 7 suggest that the spatial location effects are extremely important to calculating the mean derivatives. Columns 8 and 9 include only a sub-set of the endogenous regressors in column 7 in order to demonstrate what the reaction functions would look like if only the vertical and diagonal elements were included. Notice that in column 9, which adds only spatial location effects on the vertical reaction function, increases the intensity of the strategic reaction in absolute value relative to column 3. This suggests that much of the bias is a result from leaving out the distance function and not the interaction of the two tax rates. From an economic perspective this bias is a result of the fact that although goods sold within a county are identical in most every respect, they differ in their characteristics (Gorman 1980; Lancaster 1966) where the defining characteristic of each town's good is the location of sale within the county. Thus, although towns compete over tax rates they are not doing so over goods that are entirely identical in their characteristics; each town sells distinct goods -where the distinction is driven entirely on the basis of their sale location. Leaving out the spatial location effects omits this heterogeneity in the characteristics of the goods and thus is akin to an omission of a cross-price elasticity across these goods.
Finally, column 10 provides an important verification that the instruments in column 7 are not weak because the Stock and Yogo (2005) critical values are not tabulated for the case of that many endogenous regressors. With many variables in need of instrumenting, the concern of weak instruments become more worrisome. As an alternative, I estimate the equation by limited information maximum likelihood (LIML). If the estimating equation is correctly specified and the distributional assumptions hold, LIML will produce unbiased coefficient estimates even if weak instruments are present. Because the point estimates in column 10 are similar to column 7 and because the mean derivatives change in the same manner, it suggests that weak instruments in the GMM estimates should not be a concern. The results comparing the full specification with the baseline specification in the literature suggest not allowing for inter-federation competition provide powerful evidence that having a more general estimating equation is important.
Heterogeneity in Reaction Functions
Up until now, I have focused on how correctly specifying the reduced form equation impacts the mean derivatives without discussing the heterogeneous responses that arise. The effect of the neighboring jurisdictions' tax rate on the tax rate in town i will depend on the tax rate of the county it is in. Figure 2 depicts this heterogeneity -keeping in mind that the instrumental variable strategy limits me to imposing that the reaction function interacts linearly with the county tax rate. Notice that neighboring tax rates are strategic complements for jurisdictions in counties with less than a 4% tax rate. However, neighboring tax rates become strategic substitutes after the county tax rate become sufficiently high. Approximately 7% of towns are in counties with a sufficiently high county taxes to imply that town i's tax rate is a strategic substitute with its neighbor's tax rates. Such a result of strategic substitutes is not traditionally found in the literature, but no studies allow for the interaction effect that drives this heterogeneity.
21 I find that for a subset of towns in the sample, neighboring jurisdictions' rates may be strategic substitutes. The empirical specification also allows town i to realize heterogeneous effects from the tax rate in county j along two dimensions. It will depend on distance to the county border and on the average of the neighboring town tax rates. Figure 3 shows these effects under the limitation that the IV approach requires I impose that heterogeneous responses are linear in each of these effects. The left panel indicates that the effect of a change in a town's owncounty tax rate is most negative when the town has high-tax neighbors and when that town is near the county border, which is consistent with the theory. The contour map illustrates that holding fixed your neighbors' tax rate, towns that are internal to the county have reaction functions that are mildly closer to zero. Furthermore, holding distance to the county border constant, each increase in your average neighbors' tax rate more dramatically intensifies the negative effect of the county rate by making it more negative. When neighboring tax rates are low, tax competition is likely the most intense. The results in these figures validate the theoretical prediction that an increase in horizontal tax competition makes the vertical reaction slope more likely to be positive.
How Robust Are The Results?
In the following sections, I will discuss four sets of robustness checks: redefining what constitutes a neighboring jurisdiction, specifying a more non-parametric distance function by using a dummy variable approach, ample restrictions, and focusing on various types of borders.
Alternative Distance Functions
In all of the previous specifications, I have assumed that the distance function to county borders is linear. Such a parametrization imposes that as driving times become very large, the effect of distance on the strategic reaction remains constant. Although some counties are very large in size, most counties are small in size. Because distances to county borders are relatively small, the effect of distance on the strategic interactions may actually be linear in distance for most observations in the sample. However, I also want to treat distance in a non-parametric manner. I do this by defining a dummy variable that is equal to one for towns that are in the 90th percentile of driving time to the county border. Thus, the dummy variable equals one for towns that are more than 22 minutes from the nearest county border (only twice the distance of the average town to a border) and zero otherwise. In Table 4 , I report the results when the distance function is a dummy variable. Columns 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the results in Columns 6, 7 and 10 from Table 3 .
In Column 2, τ i,j d i has a positive coefficient of .141. Notice this estimate is much larger than the effect from a linear distance interaction, which implied that a one minute increase in distance from the border increased the effect by a very small gradient. The result of the dummy variable approach suggests that for towns that are extremely far from borders, the town government cares much less about leakages across the county border, which creates upward pressure on the strategic reaction. Such a result is consistent with the theoryinterior jurisdictions are more likely to have upward sloping reaction functions. Table 5 reports robustness checks. Column 1 and 2 drop jurisdictions for which the nearest county border is also a state border. This specification reduces the possibility that the neighboring state is also producing diagonal tax competition for towns proximate to its borders. The estimates of the effect of higher levels of government become smaller suggesting that the intensity of interactions may be stronger in the region of salient state borders.
Various Model Specifications and Sample Restrictions
In columns 3 and 4, I restrict the sample to towns within five miles of a county border. This specification would be most applicable for identifying the effect of the neighboring county tax rate. The theory predicts that the diagonal interaction is most salient and positive for a local region of county borders. In this specification, where the effect is expected to be salient, the diagonal interaction is positive and much larger than previous specifications. In the more localized region of the border the more intense the vertical reaction is as well. This suggests that for towns relatively proximate to the county border, the diagonal interaction is highly positive and the vertical interaction is more extremely negative relative to internal towns. However, the sample shrinks such that I cannot determine this with any degree of statistical significance and I would note that the preferred way to do such an exercise is by controlling for distance as the previous tables do.
Neighbor weights may also be varied. Table 6 specifies different weighting scheme to calculate the weighted average of the neighboring jurisdictions' rates. Thus the only difference in this table is that each set of columns alters the exogenous weights that determine t −i . Define N i as the set of towns within a fifty mile radius of town i, ik as the distance between town i and town k, and φ k as the population of town k. Recall that t −i = Σ k =i w ik t k . Then columns 1-2 use exogenous weights that are normalized to sum to 1 given by Equation 21:
which can be interpreted as inverse distance weights. In this specification towns closer to town i are given more weight than towns far away. Column 3-4 estimate the equation using the weights from Equation 22:
such that neighboring towns within the fifty mile radius of town i are given more weight if they have a larger population. Equation 23 specifies the weights used in Columns 5-6:
which gives the most weight to highly populated towns that are closer to town i and the least weight to towns with small populations that are far from town i. I also restrict neighbors to be defined within a twenty-file mile region.
When using inverse distance based weights, the effect of the county tax rate remains approximately the same magnitude as the baseline specification, although both interactions shrink in absolute value. This is consistent with the results where the size of the buffer region was shrunk. The diagonal effect also shrinks but remains positive. The population-distance weights shrink the vertical effect but increase the horizontal effect relative to the baseline specification. The population weights and population inverse distance weights result in smaller effects relative to the binary weights. The sizes of the horizontal interactions shrink slightly. When using population-distance weighting schemes, the diagonal effect intensifies in magnitude and becomes highly significant. A recent theoretical model and survey results of local governments (Janeba and Osterloh forthcoming) provides evidence that cities compete both locally and with other large population centers, but that small municipal governments are much more likely to only compete within a particular region. Such evidence is inconsistent with weighting neighbors by population because municipalities would not account for large jurisdictions that are far away. Most jurisdictions in America are relatively small. Distance based weights would be more reasonable for small municipalities, but less reasonable for large cities who may compete with other cities. However, small cities may compete with larger city centers if they view their consumers as deciding between purchasing a good in a small hometown store or in a big city where many more prominent and perhaps luxurious shopping opportunities may exist. For these reasons and because of its ease in interpretation, I prefer using the unweighted average of tax rates.
By Type of Border
As a final robustness check, Table 7 breaks down the results by whether the town is in a county that is a high-tax county, low-tax county, or a county that sets the same tax rate as the neighboring county. When doing this exercise, the effect of the town's own county tax rate becomes closer to zero to zero for towns that are in high-tax counties. This suggests that for a town on the high-tax side of the border, if its county raises its tax rate, the town only partially offsets the county's tax increase. On the other hand, for a town on the lowtax side of the border, when its county raises its tax rate, the town will offset the county's tax increase more intensely. Diagonal effects from the neighboring county are large and significant among the sub-set of towns in low-tax counties.
Discussion
This paper develops a theoretical model that shows that sales tax competition is not constrained to occur within a federation. When multiple federations exist, horizontal tax competition will cross federation boundaries and diagonal tax competition will arise between lower levels of government and neighboring federations. In addition to tax competition across boundaries, I show that vertical interactions between a lower level of government and its own federal government will depend on the lower government's spatial location within the federation. I proceed empirically by gradually adding these factors into the standard spatial IV approach to estimating fiscal interactions. Doing so requires that I instrument for a number of variables. While having multiple endogenous regressors in an estimating equation is not ideal and may work to obscure the channels at work, I demonstrate (in the context of my local data set) that not accounting for these effects will result in the researcher finding effects that are biased toward zero with regard to the vertical strategic interaction. Further, not accounting for these effects will result in the researcher over-estimating the horizontal interaction. It appears that omitting spatial location effects are the biggest driver of the omitted variable bias. Although the effect of spatial location is relatively small, it induces large biases on the other variables of interest in the regression.
While spatial location effects explain much of the bias, allowing vertical and horizontal reactions to interact results in large heterogeneities in the strategic reaction functions. This interaction effect is important for jurisdictions in unitary federations as well. Towns that are in high-tax counties are much more likely to perceive their neighboring tax rates as strategic substitutes than a town in a low-tax county. These interaction effects also make the vertical interactions extremely heterogeneous across the population. These heterogeneities are important in their own right.
Given that the tax competition literature often has difficulty distinguishing between strategic interaction and common spatial shocks, exploiting spatial location attributes is important to helping the researcher identify tax competition. These spatial location effects are analogous to the "ripple effects" in Benjamin and Dougan (1997) where cigarette taxes are reduced in jurisdictions away from a low-tax point of production and the "tax gradient" effects of Agrawal (2011) . This paper, unlike those papers, provides a direct test of the strategic reaction function by exploiting policy discontinuities at borders to provide a more convincing way of identifying strategic interaction beyond a simple spatial lag model. The paper fails to find a significant effect on the interaction term between neighboring jurisdiction tax rates and the federal government's tax rate. In a large data set such as the one used in this paper, such a negative result may be important in its own right. Although the term is not significant in its own right, the mean derivative can change by relatively large magnitudes and failure to exclude this term masks seemingly important heterogeneity as noted in Figure 2 and 3. The implication seems to be that for researchers with a large data set of tax rates, the term should always be included to mitigate this bias. However, for researcher's working with smaller data sets, a bias-efficiency trade-off exists. Because the interaction effect is not significant in its own right, a simpler specification may be appropriate in some circumstances. Much of the bias in the estimates is driven by the inclusion of spatial location effects rather than the interaction effects. Accounting for inter-federation competition can increase vertical strategic interactions by approximately 75% of the baseline estimated in the literature without the effects of inter-federation competition.
I demonstrate both theoretically an empirically that diagonal interaction are important in their own right -and different from horizontal interactions -even though studies such as Wilson and Janeba (2005) suggest that it is the total (local plus federal) tax rate that matters. This difference arises for two reasons: (1) diagonal interaction are not salient for towns that are located relatively far from the border and (2) even for towns at the border, the effect of a neighboring federation's tax rate will only influence cross-border shopping in one direction, while changes in the average neighboring town tax rate has the potential to effect shopping in multiple directions. Other possible theoretical reasons exist for this difference, but I do not explore them in this paper. For example, consider a model of yardstick competition where voter's compare own-jurisdiction taxes with taxes in "similar" jurisdictions when deciding to re-elect local officials. In this case, distance may still matter as a determinant of the jurisdictions voter's use as a comparison. However, the tax rate in a neighboring county may be less important than the tax rate in neighboring towns because voters may be only comparing tax rates across "similar" jurisdictions and not across governments of a higher level. Empirically, I verify that the effect of diagonal interactions is less intense than horizontal interactions. Such a distinction seems to justify the diagonal externality as a separate concept distinct from a horizontal externality by showing that the town and county tax rates of neighbors matter separately as opposed to their sum.
Finally, the magnitudes of the strategic interactions in this paper are different and, for the vertical externalities, opposite in sign to the traditional literature using state level data. This suggests that using comprehensive local data will produce different strategic interactions than using state level data. The intuition is that the elasticity of cross-border shopping is much larger for smaller jurisdictions, which from the theory suggests that the vertical reaction is more likely to be negative. The evidence in this paper suggests that it would be incorrect to assume that the slope of the reaction function for a state government looks anything like the reaction function for a local government.
Conclusion
Introducing inter-federation competition into a model of sales tax competition that combines the vertical elements of Keen (1998) and the horizontal elements of Kanbur and Keen (1993) and Nielsen (2001) indicates that the spatial composition of towns within a federation is essential to determine the strategic nature of the tax competition. First, this paper argues that the geo-spatial nearness to borders of sub-federal governments in a federation -particularly the spatial proximity to discontinuous changes in the tax rate resulting from the federation's borders -makes it less likely that a peripheral local government will mimic the federal government. Second, inter-federation competition results in diagonal tax competition -competition induced by a different level of government that does not share the same tax base -which has similar but smaller consequences as a horizontal competition.
The theoretical predictions of the model shed light on the appropriate estimation strategy. In this paper, I define the "federal" government as the county government and the sub-federal government as a municipal government. Using a comprehensive data set on a cross-section of local sales taxes in the United States and using constructed spatial data, I test how local governments strategically interact with county governments. The empirical results validated the theoretical implications and stress the importance of having an accurately specified estimating equation. Whenever estimating horizontal and vertical reaction functions, the interaction of the two must be included in the regression. Further, when considering municipal governments (and even the national government if it competes with other nations), the researcher must consider how the tax rates in neighboring federations and a municipality's proximity to the neighboring federation affect the municipality's tax rate.
With respect the nature of the strategic interaction, local sales taxes are strategic complements with neighboring sales taxes -a finding consistently found in the literature. However, for a subset of towns in high-tax counties, local tax rates may be strategic substitutes with their neighbors. With respect to vertical interactions, the theoretical literature suggests the interaction may be positive or negative. I find that a one percentage point increase in county tax rates lowers municipal tax rates by about .40 percentage points; this suggests that county and municipal taxes are strategic substitutes. The result is opposite to the positive and small effects found for state level governments in response to the federal government. The results in this paper suggest it would be inappropriate to generalize results from state level studies to municipal level interactions. But, as relatively few studies of tax competition have exploited comprehensive local tax data, the use of local data will provide a continued avenue for future research within federations with multiple levels of government. 
Figure 2: Heterogeneity in Horizontal Reaction
The vertical axis represents the effect of the average neighboring town's tax rate on the tax rate of town i. The graph is derived from column (7) in table 3. The effect of the horizontal interaction is a function of the county tax rate because the regression specification allows for horizontal and vertical reactions to interact. Notice that towns in relatively low tax counties perceive their neighbors' tax rates as strategic complements. However, towns in very high tax counties view their neighbors' tax rates as strategic substitutes.
Figure 3: Heterogeneity in Vertical Reaction Functions
In the left panel, the vertical axis represents the effect of the federation's tax rate on a town's tax rate. The graph is derived from column (7) in table 3. The effect the vertical reaction interaction is a function of the neighboring town tax rates because the regression specification allows for horizontal and vertical reactions to interact. The regression specification also allows the strategic reaction to differ on the basis of proximity to the nearest county border. For simplicity I only show the reaction functions for towns within an hour of the nearest county border and for neighboring tax rates that average between zero and five percent. The left panel illustrates the heterogeneity in the reaction functions using a three dimensional figure. The right panel condenses the left figure into a contour plot where the darker colors correspond to strategic reactions that are more intense -which for downward sloped reaction functions evidenced above implies that darker colors imply the reaction function slopes are further from zero. The log of driving time to the state border, a dummy for the relatively high-tax side of the border and same-tax side of a border, the tax differential at the border and a complete set of interactions is also included in every regression specification. ***99%, **95%, *90%, standard errors are robust, standard errors for mean derivatives are calculated using the Delta Method
All of the specifications above include state fixed effects and the local control variables outlined in the text. The instruments are always the area and perimeter of the respective jurisdictions. In the case of horizontal externalities, the instruments are the average area and perimeter in the buffer zone of fifty miles around each town. The instrument for interactions are the interaction of the instruments.
When the regression includes a tax term interacted with distance, the distance variable also enters the regression equation as a stand-alone variable. The measure of distance is the time to the nearest county border and it enters all specifications in a linear manner. Column (1) allows for vertical competition only. Column (2) allows for only horizontal competition. Column (3) is the benchmark specification estimated in the literature. Column (4) adds interaction effects between the horizontal and vertical expressions.
Column (5) allows for interaction effects and diagonal interactions. Column (6) allows the vertical effect to vary based on proximity to the county border. Column (7) allows the diagonal effect to also vary with respect to proximity to the border. Columns (8) and (9) demonstrate the effect of only adding the neighboring federation's tax rate or proximity effects on the federation's tax rate to the baseline specification. Column (10) is the same as column (7) except that it is estimated using limited information maximum likelihood. The estimating equations in this table are identical to Tables 3 except the interaction with the distance function uses a dummy variable interaction, rather than a linear distance term. All instruments and control variables remain the same. The dummy variable takes on the value of one if the driving time to the county border is more than 22 minutes and a value of zero otherwise. The cutoff of 22 minutes corresponds 90th percentile of towns with respect to time from the border. The expected sign on τi,j di remains positive while the expected sign onτi,−j di remains negative. Columns (1)- (3) corresponds to columns (6), (7) and (10) ***99%, **95%, *90%, standard errors are robust, standard errors for mean derivatives are calculated using the Delta Method
All the specifications include the same set of controls and fixed effects as the previous tables. The instruments also remain the same.
(1)- (2) drops towns where the nearest county border is also a state border in order to eliminate diagonal externalities between the towns and state governments. (3)- (4) restrict the estimating sample to towns within five miles of a county border. Columns (5)- (6) All the specifications include the same set of controls and fixed effects as the previous tables. The instruments also remain the same.
Towns receive non-zero weight in the neighboring weight matrix if they are within the fifty mile buffer zone.
(1)-(2) uses inverse distance weights to calculate the weighted average of neighboring tax rates such that it weights each town in t−i by the inverse distance to the neighbor. (3)-(4) weights each town in t−i by the population of the neighbor such that the most weight is given to the largest jurisdictions in the 50 mile radius. (5)-(6) weights each town in t−i by the population of the neighbor neighbor and then by the inverse of distance to the neighbor such that the most weight is given to large towns that are also close. Columns (7) and (8) All the specifications include the same set of controls and fixed effects as the previous tables.The instruments remain the same. This table tests whether the effects depend on whether a town is located in a high-tax, low-tax or same-tax county relative to the nearest neighboring county.
(1)-(2) restrict the sample to towns where the nearest neighboring county sets a lower tax rate than its own county.
(3)-(4) restrict the sample to towns where the nearest neighboring county sets a higher tax rate than its own county. (5) 
Appendix
Derivation of Equation 8
Define the expression in equation 3 as F ≡
. Then I can calculate:
For a interior town the derivative of F with respect to its own county's tax rate is
Then the vertical reaction function of town i with respect to county j's tax rate is given by − ∂F ∂τ j / ∂F ∂t i
. The above two equations can be converted to elasticities by multiplying both the numerator and denominator of this expression by
. They can further be simplified using equation 4. Doing so yields:
and simplifying a bit further (and evaluating the expression at q i = q i+1 = q i−1 ) yields the upper branch of the equation in the text. A similar derivative can be calculated for the peripheral town by omitting the appropriate
from the expression to ∂F ∂τ j . Diagonal and horizontal reaction functions can be derived using the same procedure. Notice that the denominator will remain the same. Only the numerator will change. Because of the similarity in the procedure, the derivations are omitted for simplicity.
Asymmetric Model
In the text, each federation was composed of the same number of sub-federal governments. I now relax this assumption. Federations (counties) are indexed j = 1, 2, ....M and each county is composed of m + j towns each such that each sequential county has one more town than the previous; county 1 will have m+1 towns, but county M will have m+M towns. The ordering of counties in this manner is not important, but it will allow me to characterize the model's solution using a simpler notation than if counties were organized arbitrarily along a line segment. Towns are indexed i = 1, 2, ....M (m + 1+M 2
) and the index does not reset across counties. The M federations in the model compete with each other and with the towns in the model. The towns compete with other towns and with the federations. The rest of the set up and assumptions of the model remains the same. I maintain assumption 1 and 2, but because counties now differ in the their size, the equilibrium will no longer be symmetric.
Because each county is ordered such that it has one more identical town than the previous county along the line, the length of each county increases as j increases, which implies that n is also increasing in j. Kanbur and Keen (1993) and Nielsen (2001) show that tax rates are increasing as the size (population or geographic size) increases. Using the intuition from Kanbur and Keen (1993) and Nielsen (2001) that the perceived elasticity of cross-border shopping in a big county (one with more identical towns) is inelastic relative to a small county, I assume conclude that the Nash equilibrium of county tax rates will follow the following pattern: τ 1 ≤ τ 2 ≤ ...τ M . This assumption places no restriction on the pattern of local taxes within a county. However, Agrawal (2011) shows that revenue maximizing towns of identical size will set higher rates the closer to a high-tax county neighbor and lower rates closer to a low-tax neighbor. I assume this pattern holds when evaluating the reaction functions below because the models differ only in whether demand is perfectly inelastic or not.
22 Under this assumption, the tax rate in town i − 1 will always be lower than the tax rate in town i. Therefore, residents on the west portion of town shop abroad, while additional entry occurs on the eastern side of the town. I assume the asymmetric Nash equilibrium exists and is characterized by
for town i in county j t i + τ j ≤ t i+1 + τ j+1 for all county borders.
and 4 still characterizes the Nash equilibrium for counties and towns. Notice that 25 is the analog to assumption 3 in the text. In a symmetric Nash equilibrium, the elasticity of cross-border shopping is constant within a federation. This is no longer true. I consider how differences in county tax rates resulting from the asymmetric equilibrium defined by equation 25 influences the strategic interaction of the local governments. Recall that if the elasticity of demand is constant and local tax rates are increasing from low-tax counties toward high-tax counties, equation 4 implies that all of the local tax differences are due to differences in the elasticity of crossborder shopping. Specifically, for jurisdictions closest to a low tax county, θ i is relatively high. For jurisdictions closest to the high-tax county, θ i is relatively low. Thus, following Agrawal 22 Relaxing this specific characterization of the equilibrium would not change the functional form of the reaction functions or the revenue function, but it would distort the pattern of the subscripts on the ρ's in these equations. The presence of a tax gradient allows for a pattern in the perceived elasticities.
(2011), the elasticity θ i should be monotonically decreasing from the left-most town to the right-most town along the line segment. The natural question is how the strategic reaction changes when the elasticity of cross-border shopping increases. Define θ i,i+1 + θ i,i−1 ≡ γ k for an internal town and θ i,k ≡ γ k for a peripheral town. Differentiating the part of equation 8 for the interior town that was not evaluated in a symmetric equilibrium and assuming that the cross-price elasticities θ i,k are not a function of the own-price elasticity θ i or if they are that these effects are sufficiently small to be ignored, 23 provides some important evidence.
For an increase in θ i , the change in a town's strategic reaction to its own county tax rate will be proportional to:
Equation 26 is derived in the proof below and the necessary conditions for this equation to be positive are also derived.
Proposition 3. In the neighborhood of an asymmetric Nash equilibrium, the heterogeneity in the strategic reaction function between internal and peripheral towns critically depends on whether the reaction function is increasing or decreasing in the elasticity of cross border shopping in addition to whether the jurisdiction is internal or peripheral to a low-tax or high-tax county border.
Proof. The question is how does ε i (θ i − ε i − η i ) + θ i (θ i,i+1 + θ i,i−1 − θ i )]/D i change with θ i . Recall ε and η are constant along a demand curve. I also assume that θ i,k is not a function of θ i because I want to isolate the change in the reaction for a change in θ i , all else equal. Define θ i,i+1 + θ i,i−1 ≡ γ k where θ i,i−1 is equal to zero for the left-most town in the county and θ i,i+1 is equal to zero for the right-most town in the county. Differentiating with respect to θ i using the product rule yields:
Expanding terms and grouping liker terms yields:
, Using the fact that η i = −(1 + ε i ) for iso-elastic demand, yields the equation in the text.
23 Relaxing this assumption can easily be incorporated in to the expression below by differentiating γ k with respect to θ i .
Of course, one may also wonder how the strategic reaction changes for two internal towns in an asymmetric equilibrium. In this case, the researcher needs to determine the sign of equation 26. However, tax differentials at town borders are also informative of the slope if elasticities cannot be observed directly or are of unknown magnitude. Signing θ i (θ i,i+1 + θ i,i−1 − θ i ) is especially important for the case of iso-elastic demand as this term is the only term that puts downward pressure on the reaction function.
Proposition 4. In the neighborhood of an asymmetric Nash equilibrium, the closer the tax rate of an interior town i is to the tax rate of its high-tax neighboring town (relative to the low-tax neighboring town), the more likely θ i (θ i,i+1 + θ i,i−1 − θ i ) is positive.
Proof. Recalling that I assume that ρ i does not differ across towns and rewrite the expression (θ i,i+1 + θ i,i−1 − θ i ) as
Then use Roy's identity to yield:
which is likely to be greater than zero when: , the more likely the above expression will be positive.
Recall i−1 is the low-tax neighbor and i+1 is the high-tax neighbor. When a town's rate is close to the high-tax neighboring town and the county rate increases in both jurisdictions, the change in v(q i ) and v(q i+1 ) are relatively similar -because the prices are similar in both jurisdictions. However, when the county tax rate changes, the change in v(q i−1 ) is much larger than the change of v(q i ) -because the indirect utility function is downward sloping and convex with respect to prices. 24 The implication of this is that the elasticity of the tax base with respect to the town's own price θ i is small relative to the cumulative cross 24 The FOC of the consumer's maximization problem implies that u (x) = q. Totally differentiating this with respect to prices implies that x (q) = 1 u (x) > 0 by concavity of the utility function. Totally differentiating the indirect utility function with respect to prices implies v = −x(p) < 0. Totally differentiating again yields v = x (p) > 0. Taken together, these imply that the indirect utility function is convex with respect to prices. price elasticities. As a result, (θ i,i+1 + θ i,i−1 − θ i ) > 0. Conversely, if relatively close to the neighboring low-tax rate, then the change in v(q i ) and v(q i−1 ) are relatively similar, but large. Also recall the change in v(q i ) needs to be accounted for twice. However, the change in v(q i+1 ) is small relative to these other two changes. The implication is that (θ i,i+1 + θ i,i−1 − θ i ) < 0. Consider Figure 4 . In the figure, the prices start at q i , q i−1 and q i+1 . Assume that town i is internal to the county. Then, if the county rate increases, all prices rise by a constant amount to the bolder lines on the graph. The amount of cross-border shopping is proportional to the difference between the indirect utilities. In the top graph, the neighbor has a higher price so cross-border shopping is inward to i. In the second graph, the neighbor has a lower price, so cross-border shopping is outward from i. Note that v(q i ) − v(q i+1 ) becomes smaller after the tax increase and v(q i−1 ) − v(q i ) also becomes smaller -but it falls by a much larger amount because of the convexity of the indirect utility function. The closer q i is to its high-tax neighbor, the smaller the change in v(q i−1 ) − v(q i ) and vice-versa. This mitigates the change in outward cross-border shopping and amplifies the change in inward cross-border shopping.
Intuitively, the transportation cost function does not depend on the tax rate. Therefore, no matter the tax rate, an individual must pay cd to cross-border shop. When the price increases because the county tax rate increases, demand will decrease. As a result, lower demand at a higher price implies the total benefit of cross-border shopping will fall, but the total cost remains the same. The amount of cross-border shopping will change as a resultbut how much it changes by will depend on the relative local tax rates in both jurisdictions.
